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COLLEGE SPONSORS FATHER
STUDENT GULTURALLEGTURES
OBSERVER AT KNIGHTS HALL
By Bernard L. Pearce

NEUTRALITY
"Freedom of Seas"
Abandoned in New
American Doctrine
Opinions

expressed by Mr.

Pearce in tliis column do not

—

necessarily reflect the policy of
the Spectator. The Editor.
President Proclaims Neutrality
American honor and rights on
the high seas, and in foreign
trade, shall henceforth receive no
support or protection from the
United States, according to the
unprecedented declaration this
week of President Roosevelt. The
traditional American custom of
protecting, as a national honor,
the liv.es and property of citizens
deliberately engaged in travel and
trade in belligerent countries went
by the board when th© president
proclaimed our neutrality policy.
Not only did he proclaim the
bare letter of the neutrality law
concerning the embargo on the
war materials trade with warring nations and < lie warning to
travelers, but he clearly stated
the spirit of the law when he
declared that Americans who
euguge. hi i "transactions of tiny
character" with either of the
belligerents, or travel on their
vessels, "will do so at their own
risk."
Refuses Protection for Tade
No more, tf these neutrality
laws, passed by congress and
clarified by the President, are enforced, will America be dragged
into conflicts protecting those who
seek profits from the bloody market of war and those who,
wrapped In the Stars and Stripes,
travel in the battlefields of the
world, tempting th* very God
Himself to preserve them from
harm. The old order was most
tragically proven false by our experience in the World War.
In 1914 the DuPonts insisted
on selling munitions to the war-

ring nations, the grain brokers
insisted on selling $2 wheat, the
industrialists insisted on selling
their products all seeking fabulous profits. Wealthy, thrill-seeking Americans insisted on seeing
the war at first lhand, from ships
of belligerents, from ships carrying war materials to belligerents,

—

and eubject to the treatment of

any warship by the enemy. All
these classes sought and received
American sanction and protection
for their foolhardy ventures.

Realizes Our Krror in World War
Twenty years later we are coming to realize what it cost us to

those laws which proclaimed the "freedom of the seas"
for neutral citizens and commerce. The whole American people bore a terrible cost not only
in money, but also In the hundreds of thousands of American
boys who died or were shattered in body and soul to insure
the whims and profits of the few.
And the greatest irony of it
all lies in this, that the American people, who financed the
protection for the few, who
paid for the war to avenge the
injuries of the few, must tli.nienforce

(.elvew, «>n 0M repudiation by
Kurope of its debtN to us, now
also pay the few for the goods
they shipped "<> Europe, and
on which they can make no col-

llH tiOJIN.
This neutrality law marks a
great step forward in interna-

tional relations, and Is another
one of the heritages that the New
Deal, again daring to break with
som* of the dubious traditions
of the pa«t, will leave tor the
America of tomorrow.

Sodality
Meets Monday
14

-■>■"

HUBBARD'S PARTY RETURNS FROM NORTH COMMITTEE NAMES

BRISLAWN TO HEAD
COLLEGE INFORMAL

Fr. Francis McGarrigle To
Talk on the Art of

November 9 Selected As
Tentative Date for

Thinking

First Dance

TUESDAY EVENING

NO ADVANCE SALE

Mr. Adolph Bischoff, S. J.
To Review Works of

Sand Point Country Club
Is Probable Locale
for Informal

Willa Cather
The first of a series of cultural
lectures sponsored by Seattle College will be held Tuesday evening, at 9 o'clock, in the K . of C.
Hall. Father Peronteau, who is
directing this series of Seattle
College Cultural Lectures,
announced that the firs,t lectures will
be given by the Rev. Francis J.
McGairrlgle, S.J., and Mr. Adolph
Bischoff, S.J.
Father McGarrigle, who is coming' from Portland to inaugurate
the lecture series, will speak on
"The Grammar of Thinking" In
the first of ten lectures on the
art of thinking. In his initial
lecture he will treat of various
methods of improving one's ability ito think, emphasizing
the
manner in which thought leads
to certitude.
In a lighter, more popular
vein, Mr. Bischoff will treat of
the literary works of Willa
Cather, the distinguished American novelist. Starting with a
review of Miss Cather's latest
novel, "Lucy Gayheart," Mr.
liischoiT will discuss tlu> author's life and previous novels.
The' artistic values, as well as
the Catholic spirit* of Willa
Cather's novels will be criticized in concluding the lecture,
which is the first of a series
of similar discussions on modern literature and art.
A scholar and lecturer of wide
experience, Father McGarrigle
will lecture upon suibjects
to
which ihe has devoted years ot
study. After four years of teaching at the University of Santa
Clara, Father Mc&arrigle was
sent to Belgium and Valkenburg,
Holland, to continue his higher
studies. Following his years of
study in these two centers of
learning, he enrolled alt the Gregorian University in Rome, where
he studied for his M. A. degree.
While in Rome Father McGarrigle was appointed director of the
Oriental Institute Library. Upon
his return to this country. Father
McGarrigle taught Theology at
St. Mary's, Kansas, and at Mt. St.
Michael's in Sipokane. At present he is regional dean of studlee for Jesuits of the Northwest.
Mr. Bischoff, a new member
of the College faculty, has majored in English Literature.
Completing his junior college
work at the University of Santa
Clara, he Inter obtained his A.
B. and M. A. degrees at Gonzaga University. Following his
graduation from (ionzaga, Mr.
IHsclioff continued his graduate
studies in English at the University of Washington. At present he in a member of the
College English Department
and Faculty Moderator on the

Citing November 9 as the date,
and Sand Point Country Club as
the locale, Joseph
Brislawn,
chairman of the Fall Informal
dance committee, announced today that plans for the first social
function of the year were under
way. Although the Executive

Committee of the A.S.S.C. has
made its choice of a date and
place for the affair, it is still of
prime importance that the student body as a whole endorse the
moves of the Executive Committee and cooperate to make the
dance a success socially and financially.

—

—

:lIS OF THE FATHER HUBBARD I'rnnge, S.J., veteran AJaskan missionary and
I'KDITIOX.
I'as'-iiiK through Sewttle last week brother of Father John Prance of Seattle College;
XX
with the "Glacier Priest" were, from left to right ; and K<l Ix-vin Jr., geologist and education stuKenneth nhtohnlm, aviator, and ideologist at the dent at Stanford University. The nialaiiiute Is
"Margie."
University of San Francisco; Father Francis
MI)MI
:i

Bras Named Head
FR. HUBBARD TELLS Students Attend
Annual Mass Of
Of Newly Formed OF DISCOVERIES ON
The Holy Ghost
Drama Department
Addition of a course in Dramatics to the curriculum of Seattle College was announced by
the Dean's office today.
Charles Bras, graduate of the
University of Washington drama
school, has been appointed head
of this newly formed course. The
Associated Students of Seattle
College will have control of the
productions done by this department under tihe direction of Mr.
Bras.
Filling a long felt need in the
College, this new
department
will offer a course in all types
of drama and its branches. Credit
will be given to students who
takfl part in productions of this
group.

Mr. Adolph Blschoff, S.J., will
department
head the publicity
and will direct a student group
which will handle the actual publicity work for the plays.
Three plays are scheduled for
this year. It is expected that the
first will be held around Christmas time, with one to follow
sometime about Lent, and the
third in the Spring. As yet the
actual choice of plays has not
been made bat plays of a literary
value will be done. Something
by Ibsen has been tentatively
considered as an opening vehicle
for the newly formed
drama
group.

Tryouts Will be held sometime
during the coming week and re-

hearsals will start upon final
"Si>ectator" Ntaff.
choice of the cast. All members
of former productions and also
newcomers are urged to turn
out for the tryouts. Rehearsals
will be held in the College building, and it is expected that the
Convening under the direction Century Club stage will be used
of Mr. Robert Dachy, S. J., a li- for the opening play.
brary club made up of all those
students who are employed in that
Recovering
department, wiill be formed. Meet- Miss
library
today
at ten
ing in the
Goiter Operation
minutes to twelve, the association
will be organized and officers will
Miss Patricia Parks, Freshman
be elected.
at Seattle College, U at present
Mr. Dachy explained that the in the Columbus Hospital recoveraim of the club Is "to organize ing from a goiter operation p.-r
work in the library and to teach formed last Thursday. Tfcougfe
the students something about li- there ie as yet no indication as
brary work how to handle and i<> how long she will be confined
bind books."
to the hospital, she is reported
Stressing the need of quiet In to be doing very well. Miss Parks
the library and reading rooms, (mm- to Seattle College this fall
Mr. Dachy request* that strict from the Holy Names Academy
order be observed in these places and Is enrolled in the School of
Nursing.
of etudy.

Library

Stuff

To

Discuss Club Plans

Parks
From

—

Departing from the system of
advance ticket sales, a new plan
has been inaugurated t hat of
sending invitations to all friends
of Seattle College and then collecting an admission of one dollar per couple at the door.
In a message to the students
Mr. Itrislawn made an api>eal
for cooperation. "It is of utsaid,
most importance," he
"that every student in Seattle
College takes an active part in
the pre;Miration for this dance.

RECENT EXPEDITION

Noted Explorer Disproves
Theory on Depth of
Glaciers
Returning from his ninth Alaskan expedition, Rev. Bernard R.
Hubbard, S.J., visited Seattle College last week. With the "Glacier
Priest" were Ed Levin and Kenneth Chisholm, members of the
expedition. During the course of
his brief visit, Father Hubbard
recounted the interesting experiences encountered during his explorations.

Father Hubbard sailed from
Seattle for Juneau early in September. Enroute 'to Juneau he
acted as a leader and guide to an
expedition of tourists. Upon
reaching Juneau, the "Glacier
Priest's" exploration party set
out to explore the Taku River
and the famous Taku Glacier,
near Juneau, Alaska.
At the outset Father Hubbiird hoped to prove that glaciers reach a depth of only
from 1000 to 2<MH> feet, despite the ((intention of somi
scientists that the glacier may
In- lo,(»Mi feet hi depth. With
this in mind, the party, including leather Hubbard, Ed I/evin
and Kenneth (liisholm, started
their hazardous trip up the
Taku River.
Thanks to the sturdiness of
their new all-steel boat, the explorers successfully navigated the
Taku, in an effort to reach the
Taku Glacier lit the head of the
river. Fatlier Hulihard reported
that, by lowering a member of the
party into some of the deepest
crevasses on the Taku Glacier, his
theory concerning the glacier'B
maximum depth was satisfactorily
1

proved. Temperature readings

re-

corded in the deep crevasses indicated that the ice melts at a
definite deptli because of the heat
generated by the tremendous
pressure at the glacier's base.
From thlfl Father Hubbard concluded that the maximum depth
which a glacier may attain is relatively Hlipht. at most between
1,0(10 and 2,000 f*et.
Following his scientific trip
to tlie Taku (ilarler. Father
liuhlmrd and his parly sucfiw(Continued on Page 4)

As' no tickets' wi-a."t<

printed

it will not be necessary for the
students actually to make a
sale before the date of the
dance. However, it is essential
Marking the spiritual
com- that all students contact their
mencement of the school year, friends in order to insure a
the combined student bodies of ca|i:icii.v crowd. We are going
Seattle College, Holy Name.s to obtain a fine orchestra. Sand
I'oini Country Club offers exAcademy and Seattle Preparatory
facilities for an affair
cellent
School attended the Mass of the of this nature. All indications
Holy Ghost, solemnized Friday,
point to a most enjoyable openOctober 4, at St. Joseph's church. Ing, It is up to student* to
Officiating at the Macs were
publicize the dance and to inFather Natalis J. Maruca, S.J., ,jecl some spirit into the dance."
former principal of Seattle Prep,
The following committee has
Celebrant;
Father
John
T.
appointed by the chairman
Prange, S.J., science and mathe- been
aid
in the selection of an orto
matics instructor at Seattle College, Deacon; and Mr. Robert P. chestra and to make this dance
OHtstanding in the annals of colDachy, S.J., dean of languages
lege
social functions: Messrs.
College,
Sub-Deacon.
at Seattle
Peter, James Finn, Edward
Other members of the faculty of John
Dougherty. Bob McSeattle College and Seattle Prep Birney, John
Olaire, George Suit, Robert Hentsanctuary.
were in the
cln-11, Phillip Hargreaves and WilGregorian music for the Mass liam Miller. Misses Dorothy O'was furnished by -students of Neill, Virginia Goodman, BernaHoly Names Academy, with spe- dine Casey, Virginia Brotherton,
cial hymns being sung by the Jean Collman, Margaret Peabody,
Holy Names Choir.
McDonald,
Helen
Henrietta
A fitting sermon, dealing with Browne and Marion McCullough.
the attitude of the Catholic
Church toward education, was delivered by Father James B. McQoldrtck, S. J., dean of Seattle

College Sodalists
To Meet Monday

College.

One of the most significant
factß brought out by Father McGoldrick in his sermon dealt
with crime in relation to education. He 'pointed out that, although the number of to-called
educated persons in this country
has mounted tre.mendously in the
last few years, crime has continued, despite the prophecies of
many, until it has reached appalling heights.

In Treasury
Filled By McClaire

Vacancy

Holding an impromptu meeting
Wednesday noon, the. BWjttle College Sodality under the direction

of Father Howard Peronteau, S.
J., discussed ways and means of
determining membership In that
organliation

It was announced that the first
official meeting of the Sodality
will take place Monday. October
14, at Providence Hospital.
All
are urged and invited to attend.
Kleclion of Sodality officers
will also take place at the meeting.

Both Providence and Columbus

Hospitals have united with
William McClalre, a member Seattle College to form one Soof the Senior class, was elected dality unit.
Meetings will be
treasurer of th<» Associated Stu- held every two weeks alternately
dents of Seattle College at the at Providence Hospital and at
election held Friday, October 4.
Columbus Hospital.
Herb Conyne and William Carr,
The program of the Sodality
who were also nominated for this this year will consist of a special
wenpMltlOB,
itoond and third study on ('(iinmiiiusni aml
respectively In the final count ism, two factors which areAthethe
of votes.
subjects of much dIMUMtOB at
The election was held to fill the present time. It will be tihe
the vacancy li ft by Fred Murino aim of til. Sodality members to
who was elected last year but reveal clearly to t li>- Sodalists
failed to return to school for the just what Communism and Athefall quarter. The new treasurer ism are, and what measures
has attended Seattle College for should be taken to rombat the
four years.
spread of both.
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The Scrivener

—

By 808 RICHARDS

any rate, he begs your kind attention for the
nonce. The Editors.)

JIM ROTHSTEIN

ROBERT SMITH, Editor

The weary, disheartened Scrivener nodded
over the inkpots, the dusty quills and parch-

l*s ordinary mortals find It
hard to keep warm, but a waiter
can always stick his thuml> in the
Boup.

Associate Editor
Women's Editor
Sports Editor
Art Editor

Bernard Pearce
Allan Steele
John Peter

—

NEWS STAFF

Phillip Hargreaves. Frnnk Hayes.
Peggy Dougherty. Raphael Daigile, Margaret
Peabody, Betty Williams.

* " "

* " *

—

At the l>.nniShe: "I'm sorry that I'm not
a better dancing partner."
Ponyne: "Oh, well, I'm in good
practice. I've been pushing the
lawn mower around for weeks.

FEATURE WRITERS William Thoreson, Robert
Richards. James Rothstein, Andrew Murray.
Business Manager

Joseph Phillips
Advertising Manager
William Russell
Luana Livingston, Marion McCullough, Angela
Young, John Moriarty, Gerald MoHugh.
Circulation Manager
Herbert Conyne

Faculty Moderator

ments. Somehow he did not feel equal to
this new task; it was beyond him; he simply
could not find material with which to do it.
And without material how could anyone,
much less Scrivener, write a literary column.
Yet, write he must; otherwise he must face
an Irate editor.
There was a tap at the door; the hinges
creaked as the door opened slowly. Without
turning his head, the Scrivener knew who it
was that quietly entered.
"How now, lazybones, have you not completed your column?" thundered .the Scriv->
ener's lordly editor.
"Well, sir, it happens
" he faltered.
Ican't seem to think of anything to say."
"Ah, What trivial excuse is this? Look
about you, man. Are there not books aplenty, poems, essays, novels, about which
you can write? For instance, here is an item
about a lecture on Willa Cather. Why not
write something on this truly great American

M;i(li'lin.- Murphy was deeply
vexed the other day while attending a Capital Hill rummage
sale. She laid down her new hat
and before she could get back to
it someone sold it for 37 cents.

Margaret Guest

—

(With this imup, the "Hpertator" Introduces a
feature- and a new writer the Scrivener.
Tills column will offer you notes and comment*
on modern writers and writings, a potpourri, if
you will, of literary reflections. We hope you'll
find the Scrivener's offerings to your taste. At
new

..

* * *

The next ihihilht on today's
program will be the toothpaste
Mr. Adolph Bischoff, S. J.
John Peter, Art Editor «>r the Spectator, depicts a typical scene aria from Pagliaeci, played by
College Simfunny orchestra
in the men's lounge room. It is not known for certain just whom our
consisting of three harmonicas,
the characters represent, but it is strongly suspected that the one two bagpipes, a popcorn wagon's
in the haze is "Black Jack" Gallagher.
whistle and a left-handed zither.

—

THE BULLETIN BOARD

* " ♥
Notice after notice is placed on the large
novelist?"
BEAUTY XOTE
With that he strode majestically from the
bulletin boa: d in the first floor corridor and
A new towel holder with mirwhile the Scrivener picked up his dusty
room,
twenty-five
percent
the result? About
of
ror attached has been secured for
and
quill
forthwith wrote his column:
of
particular
respond.
the students
No matter what the
th c
convenience
A
Minute
Biography of Willa Cather
"Powder Puff" Sebastian.
subject matter of these notices happens to
ByPHILIPHARGREAVES
* * "
Willa Siberrt Cather is one novelist who is
be whether it is a message from the Isay there, stuffy young thing! You! Yes! And what Rosanne Flynn and Dorothy distinctly American. Both in her work and in her
Dean's office or an announcement of an have you in mind to do about it? Yes, indeed, I talking Eckhart have done much to popu- background Miss Cather is distinguished for her
am
larize lollipops during their short Americanism. Not only has she glorified the
important student meeting— the papers usuyou and you need not stand there all of a twitter. What time at Seattle College.
to
American pioneer and the outposts of the Amer* " "
ally go unread.
Iwant
to
know
is
what
you
Southwest, but she has herself experienced
intend
ican
to
do
about
that
baseClass meetings were announced and less
Jim Thompson is forging ahead
the richness of life among the American ipioneere
ment
recreation
business.
He
has
room
of
ours.
in
the
butcher
than half of the class attended; appeals
captured the art of of whom she writes.
Why, if all those pillars weren't in the way, we'd have a already
were made asking students to sign up for
thumbing the scales with each
Willa Cather was born in 1875, near Winmade-to-order, six-faced handball court, but, besides the purchase.
certain classes and they went unnoticed.
Virginia. Her parents were Charles
chester,
* * "
Either the situation shows a surprising difficulties attendant to the support of the floor above,
Cather and Virginia Sibert Boak, respectively
Kitchen Kapers
Irish and Alsatian. At nine, Willa moved with
lack of interest in school activities or the there is another consideration. "Handball is not a gentle- Our culinary
department has
Cloud, Nebraska.
game,"
students do not realize that the notices man's
asserts Gentleman Jack Gallagher, who does- devised a new way to make round her parents to a ranch near Red
(Continued on Page 4)
place
Simply
pertain to them individually. In all prob- n't care for handball. Consider the battered ping-pong steak more tender.
the offending morsel on the
ability the latter reason is closer to the table, relic of the Santi-Dobler battles of yore, when more kitchen
floor, don a pair of hobthan one trusty blade was cracked midst the fury of verbal nail boots and dance a schottlsche
truth.
Swing
As Seagtle College is not lar^ge enough battle. Ah, for "another of those annuartournamehts, on a oh the piece of meat
and
partners
do-de-do.
By Margaret Guest
to support a daily paper, the Bulletin Board home field and flanked by a full house of hecklers. Con* " "
offers the only means of informing the sider a comfortable room with easy chairs, a radio, magaSociety slant
And so goodbye to the good old Girls' Room
zines, papers, ping-pong, more comfortable seats and
students of daily events.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Therrwhich
has been our refuge these many moons.
Read the notices on the Bulletin Board checkers. Only look at the room in its present condition, Schloss have returned from their And a loud "hussah" and "cheerio" as -we cross
They will visit
country home.
and find out what's going on around school! and one can imagine all sorts of things.
Harrison Hot Springs for a bath the threshold of the new House. Warning: the
Then cooperate with the different organizaLet us query. Is the back stoop going to suffice for before opening their Mount Baker hussahs are very likely to change to cries of
fear and alarm as we are met by Angela Young,
tions and be an active member.
bickering and smoking when the cold winds commence home.
* " *
alias
Dust and Dirt Enemy No. 1, overall-clad,
pimples
girls'
legs
house,
to caress the goose
on your
? That
Extract from Jimmy Finn's Daily and wielding a wicked Electrolux machine gun.
Diary
is it not a source of pride, even though it be from the
ADVERTISING
Up
earlie
and
do hurry myself
—
outside alone? Do you wonder that male students of other
Apropos of the new domocile, it seema to me
to the front porch, whereupon I
things
greater
than the furnishing of a do east my net into the briny that it should have a name:— some cosy, familThe Spectator, the voice of the students, schools have done
to await my morning catch, iar appellation which would strike a note of
depends largely upon advertising for its ex- single room? Again, is such a task beneath our dignity? deepLorde,
Providence doth smyle
and
istence. The small subscription fund does Have you noticed the healthy condition of our Treasury upon me, for my net fairly bulges growing affection whenever uttered.
—
not begin to publish a paper of its size. or a worthier object for its use?
with shimmering codfish' and so
Members of the clean-up crew always in active
For this reason it is imperative that stuAnd, above all, are we to be plagued every year by de- content with my luck I do hye evidence: Monie Peabody, Helena Brand, Marilou
down to the freight yards,
dent aid be solicited in order to keep the mands and plans for a decent room, only to return each myself
Peggy Dougherty, Jane Prouty, Mary Rice,
where Ido catch ye earlye flyer Dodge,
—
Agnes Valiquette, and bravo,
Spectator out of the red.
year to a room devoid of furniture, and to more demands for the big city and my daily tiff Helen McDonald,
—
Help is asked on two different scores, for more furniture, whose only effect is the lowering of with ye mental gymnastiquea. Freshies! Lisle McDonald and Joyce Zimmerman.
first, by actually going out and soliciting student body initiative, active though it may be in matters (Cinema?) * * *
advertising, and second, by patronizing those of a co-social nature?
No runs, no hits, 1,240 errors.
In the High School section at the Washingtonadvertisers who aid the Spectator.
Santa Clara game: Madeleine Murphy, Kay BrodWhen you are going to buy an article
erick, Bob Smith, Angela Young, Betty Anne
Hanley, Joe Dobler and Jack Ouellette, all looking
of clothing, some stationery, or whatever
like the accent on youth. And in the University
it is you are in the market for, why not
section: Helen McDonald and Harold Mlllett.
purchase from an advertiser? Mention to
By
WILLIAM
THORESON
his
"ad"
in
the
you
him that
have seen
Slice of Life: Luana Livingston dragging Her
Spectator and you appreciate his patronage.
Veary feet into the Spectator room after a fruitJames,
weeks,
quickly
drying
past
director
tures
for
the
few
and
that
up
source
As for the actual selling end, there is no Florence Bean Playhouse, yes- on Friday evening, October 18, of supply, producers
less spell of "Ad"ing, and asking if there was
are now conRepertory
of
the
people
with
experience
dealing
in
anytihing more she could do!
better
terday announced the complete Lenore Ward, talented young vio- sidering starting their own stock
than trying to sell something. You not
cast for the Clvtc Theatre's pro- lin artist-pupil of Peter Merem- companies, in various sections of
There is a story told about a darling little
only learn how to talk to different types
duction of Eugene O'Neill's pow- blum, member of the Cornish fac- the country, tx> train young play- kitten that strayed into one of Mr. Schmld's
selfany
natural
of people, but you lose
erful drama, "The Hairy Ape." ulty, the Seattle Symphony Or- ers and open a new field for classes, very wide-eyed and bewildered. Bill Rusconsciousness. When you work in adver- The play, which opens the group's chestra and the Meremblum studio talent. In the past five sell, the brute, can testify that the kitten is now
tising you not only help your paper but eiKhth season, is largely com- String Quartette, will be present- years almost all of the Broadway neither darling nor bewildered.
you do yourself a good turn.
posed of a cast of newcomers to ed in a complimentary recital talent has been lured to Holly-

hat Smoking Room11

—

By The Way

...

■

....

1

Footlites

MEN'S LOUNGE
The addition of a suitable place for women students to spend their "float" hours
has been accomplished and congratulations
are in order for those who helped to make
this change possible.
The improvement is a real step forward
and one which will add many happy hours
to otherwise tedious days.
The men students, however, are no better
off than in former years. Their "amoke
filled dungeon" has, if anything, deteriorated. Numerous campaigns to improve the
lounge room have been fruitless. However,
one more drive, with a faculty member at
its head might do the trick.

Theaitre. Jack Rustad,
be remembered for his
interpretation of Emiboisterous poet in
"Squaring the Circle." has the
linml part of Yank Smith, th- o<Mkl
stoker. Burton W. James, William Oirnot, Phyllis Barker, Bette
Anderson, Gerard Van SteenberK>ii, Noel Schram, George Oregg,
Wayne. Shepherd, Howard Qulnn,
Maury Alhadeff, Ethel Horowitz,
Beatrice Warren, Ralph Knowles,
Sarah Almosline, Ted Baughn,
Lloyd Bloom, Torlief Torland,
Theodore Brown and Albert M.
Ottenheimer compose th.c supporting roles.
The regular season of dramatic
offerings for the Cornish School
has, as yet, not got under way.
The Harvard and Roy drama
school has occupied its auditorium with divers recitals and lacthe Civic
who will
excellent
lian, the

H ilites

featuring Handel's Sonata in A wood,
Major, Concerto in A Minor, Gla-

Myrdie Lecture thinks that this business of
with the result that there
being a perfect gentleman can be carried too far
are
few
of
the
"names"
left
on
zounoff; Serenade M.elancolique,
especially when it's chairs to 'be oarried from
Melody by Tschaikowsky. and Broadway. KKO is one of the
the
various parts of the second floor to the EngPoeme by Chausson.
first studios to launch this sort
room, for helpless females.
lish
Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya" and of program and has leased a theLunger's "Pursuit of Happiness" atre for the exclusive training of
We're thinking of installing an Information
are the alternate attractions cur- young talent. Metro-Ooldwinrently playing at the Studio The- Mayer has entered into the thing booth in the first floor hall to take care of those
with more enthusiasm and has Freßhmen girls who besiege the rest of us for
atre.
"The Paitsy," popular attrac- formulated plans for a nation- minute details concerning Bob Tobin's past, prestion at the Penthouse Theatre,
will <l(»se its long run tomorrow
night, and on Thursday, October
17, Phillip Barry's "Holiday" will
l>e given its public premiere.
With such a schedule as these
two University of Washington
drama department theatres have
lined up, it looks as if both theatres will be playing to capacity
bouses.
Realizing that the drain on
the legitimate stage for talent ia

wide chain of MGM-operated
stock-training theatres. It hopes
in this way to glean from the
field of amateur talent the best,
which it will absorb into the Btudios for star material. For several years this writer has been
contending that this has been a
natural result of the excessive
drain on legitimate talent, and
the producers seem to be Just
coming to the realization of the
situation.

—

ent, and future.

The' Metaphysics class recently discussed Beauty, and for once Leo Sebastian's regular beauty
sleep at that period did not «eem out of place.
Old faces seen at the dance: Fred Sexton, Fred
Marino, Art Oimer, Earl Sifferman, Ed Brotherton.
And By the War, Hello, again!!
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Has Jimmy Phelan
Finally
" * Arrived
"
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Maroon Sports

ALLAN STEELE
Editor

HUSKIES FACE JINX
GONZAGA
FLASHY
IN
Cooperation
Let's
Have
The Maroon Coach?
INW.S.C.GAMEAT
Well, Santa Clara came to town heralded and
WITH
7-6
COMEBACK
Washington
thoughts
Husbut a snarling and carnivorous band of
the
With the approach of the winter
PULLMAN SATURDAY
stretches of Lake WIN OVER VANDALS of
kies attacked them out near the
students turn toward basketball, the only major
Yep,
and did everything but gobble them up.
the college actively
The season
American Sports

hurrahed,

BY FRANK CAItMODY
quarter

open

many

Washington

the Broncos were tamed and tied, but even in defeat
they showed the citizens a*
real football machine.
There are more ways than
one of viewing the battle. It may
be that Clipper Smith's publicity
department has been a little too
enthusiastic in reta ti n g the
prowess of the Santa Clarans.
Perhaps, too, they may have had
an off day. But the experts are
nodding their unified heads in
the firm belief that Jim Phelan
has finally arrived in his quest
of a truly great team.
However, we still think that
the Santa Clarans have a better
team than it seemed last week.
Given a little time to polish up
their offense, the Broncos will
again be merrily on their way to
victories.
Gon&aga staged a comeback in
defeating the favored Idaho Vandals at Spokane last Saturday.
The Bulldogs have a sophomore
team that U just beginning to
roll. By the end of the season
the Spokane gridders will have

a first-rate outfit.

Clipper Smith's Team
Fails To Show Stuff
In Washington Test
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tor was an interested spectator
at the O'lH-a-Seattle Pi«l> X"""'

last Friday
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Delicious Food
Fountali

-

Have Lunch at Our
Reason
Best of Everything
School Supplier
ably Priced

-

Broadway Hall Pharmacy
Cor. Broadway and Madison
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The Gonzaga Bulldogs finally
broke Into the wint column by
defeating the Idaho Vandals at
Spokane last Saturday by a score
of 7 to 6. It was a close, hardfought battle, marked by the
tight defensive play of both teams.
Taking the lead during the
opening momenta of the game by
virtue of a sensational, heartstirring run from the kick-off,
Gonzaga University repulsed the
advances of the University of
Idalho on all but one occasion for
the remainder of the afternoon to

penalty put the 'ball on 'the 13 of difference between the Bullyard line and it was nothing for dogs and Vandals.
the Huskies to get their free Will
Russel Honsowetz, signal barkoffering. Long converted for the er, recovered a fumble on hie
extra point.
own 19-yard marker. Maxson, a

...

..

McNeese Runs Kickoff 90 last year was one of confusion and disappointment to all Phelan's Squad Reported
In Good Shape After
concerned due to three factors. First: The lack of organYards for Bulldog
training
with
its
natural
effect
Santa Clara
during
the
season
ization
Touchdown

on the team during the early games. Second: lack of spirIt was a happy but well bruised
ited support from the student body. Third: failure of team University
of Washington football
members to observe strict training during the season.
coach
squad that reported to
Considering these factors the season was rather success- Jimmey Phelan at the Husky
By II
: SCHWEITZER
ful as the team ended up with a 500 average in games won stadium Monday for its first drill
Santa Clara is a highly overand lost, but the ill feeling persisted through the remainder in preparation for 'the Washingraited football club this year or
by ton-Washington
of the year, because the sweaters award voted twice
State game slated
else the Red and White's "rolling
men
named
the
seven
letter
body
to
cup" offense didn't click against
last year's student
for Saturday October 19th.
Washington last Saturday.
by Mr. Carmody, S.J., was sidetracked and is still hanging The Husky coach was well
Clipper Smith's team was depleased with the result of the
fire.
feated 13-6 by the Huskies. Eifor
a
Santa Clara game last Saturday
prospects
removed
the
If this ill feeling can be
ther ithe Washingtonians played
tor it brought to light two well
been.
The
ever
they
have
good year are brighter than
above their heads or If the inmarked performances. One was
formation from the south is right
faculty would like to obtain the services of Jacky Hanover the playing of Bud Erickson who
,
about Santa Clara then Jimmy finally triumph.
Bobby Galer in the Coaching Dept., and either would replaced Jffhn Wlatrak at center.
Phelan's eleven is the outfit to
On the opening kick-off, Mc- or
The other was the improved playbeat on the coast this year Neese, Gonzaga fullback, grabbed assure the college of a good coach.
ing of Jack McKenzie who played
Santa Clara
showed a strong tihe ball on his own 10-yard line,
this the fact that five of the seven men who a bang-up game alt tackle.
Add
to
line but the backfield was lethar- evaded the completely disorganletters are iback in school this fall, One thing bothers the Purple
gic, not making an appreciable ized Idaho eleven by bouncing should have received
with a corre- and Gold coach. Can Washinggain all day.
for the side line and running and finally an increased student enrollment
may be ton break the jinx that the Pullwhom
among
It is true that the penalty of straight up the field unmolested sponding increase of sport talent
visiting
man field holds on
twenty-five yards for unnecessary to score standing up. Olsen
from city high schools such as Ed. Schweit- teams? The Cougars have yet to
lettermen
found
th
c
try-for-polnt,
roughness slowed up the Cali- place-kicked
Frank Taylor from Seattle Prep and taste defeat on the W.S.C. striped
The which proved the sole measure zer from Lincoln and
fornia group appreciably.
greensward. Rated very highly

In 25 times the Bronc backs
The Galloping Gaels from St. packed the ball, they gained but
Mary'« were slowed to a oanter
16 yards. They gained 54, but
by California, all of which served lost
38.
to add a few more wrinkles to
Washington's second touchdown
the already worried brow of Slip
was made on a 17 yard pass to
Madigan.
Cain from Logg. It was a senL«t it suffice to say that U. S. sational catch of the type that
F. lost to Sanford. This defeat made Dave Nesbit an Ail-AmeriWashington. Santa Clara's
put the three Southern Catholic can at
greatest feat of a
teams in the same class, so why score "was the
rather
drab
affair.
week's
games
off
last
not cross
When Phelan's men scored
and lei. them start from scratch.
their touchdown there was about
In. a nation-wide radio broad- 4 0 seconds left in the fracas. As
cast the other night, a representa- Santa Clara lined up the time
tive of the Ford Motor Company hands indicated approximately 3
gave a new light to the under- seconds left in the last quarter.
lying reasons for encouraging our Washington kicked off to Kaliski
American sports. The speaker who took the ball on his own 15
stated that because of the rigid yard marker, cut wide to his left,
competition, helpful attitude of broke through 'the Huskies' first
opponents, and the tendency to line of defense, reversed his
get away from the mere regimen- field to the right and bounced for
tation of our exercise, we have the side lines and a touchdown.
become a nation of happier peo- Falaschl's try for point was low.
Highlights on the Game
ple, and possessors of great initiaLogg's average of 40.7 yards per
tive.
Washington's break in
An outlook like this makes us punt
glad of the fact that we're the the first quarter when Santa Claunnecessary
way we are. In Europe thou- ra was penalized for
wonder
how By
roughness
their
I
boys
girls
get
and
sands of
sport in a military drill or mass Haines, on tine sidelines with a
Thomas,
gymnastics. Here in our United twisted ankle felt when
man,
broke
his
ankle
athletics
Santa
Clara
States our diversified
the medicos say, "no more
give us not only the necessary
exercise, but help to develop collegiate competition for Thomas
tough break for
stronger and better men and this year."
.Itis a revelawomen.
a swell chap
Buck Bailey,
tion to watch:
SHORT SLANTS: Th<- Chi- Washington Stalte scout, took over
fifty pages of notes on the game
cago Cul>s spent too much time
One
saying nasty things to the um- for Babe Hollingberry
pires, and not enough playing man who is going places and will
The Irish of Notre bear watching
he is Kaliski
Imsolwill
the sec
his 84 yard run will stand
Dm* stimulated by
Haughond generation of Lay dens, out for a long time
Oaridoos, otc, are on their way ian, Seattle Prep boy, played a
A graduate of bang-up game as captain and
to thti top
tin- Kdinuiirtson school of has- right tackle
Sohlck came up
kt'thall would be a very wel- with several fine tackles
come asset as coach of the Ma- Dowd's guard slot-work came up
" Rumor to expectations
Saw Coffin
roon hart■Him
lias it that "Wally Carroll, ilaz- corner Joe Paglia with Clipper
xling Seattle I*rep gridder, will Smith
Joe is the Black Diasoon be receiving a letter from mond boy who made three atrlpes
Joe is now
Clipper Smith describing the at Santa Clara
California cll- playing with and coaching the
Mlll[—
ltdI
m»tf» Thft Santa Clara men- Olympia team.

...

competes.

sport in which

MOORE'S
GROCERY
480 ISth

Aye. \<>.

KAsC 1077

WE DELIVER

sub halfback, romped 18 yards
off left and, and Ward, another
sub halfback, pounded down the
side lines for 46 yards to cross
the goal line. The referee ruled
that Ward stepped outside the
playing area on the 18-yard line,
and so play was resumed from
there.
Sundberg, fullback, was stopped
in his tracks, and Maxson gained
a yard. Maxson dropped back
to pass, but was downed for a
fi-yard loss. Ward took the ball
and scooted for 20 yards before
he was stopped on the 2-yard
line.
Sundberg took it six Inches
more. Ward then jumped
straight through for a touchThe try-for-point was
down.

Gonzaga.

year, the roaring Cougars

Bellingham this
A tentative schedule includes such schools as
from
are determined that
College, the U.W.S.C.
Yakima
Junior
College,
of
W.
Huskies will not
Mt.
Vernon
Junior
Normal
College, Mt. have .the honor of being the first
Harbor
Grays
Junior
College,
Centralia Junior
to win a game on the field at
Angel College of Oregon, Pacific Lutheran, St. Martins Pullman.
and Seattle Pacific College.
Led by the stalwart Ed God-

Prep Keeps Trophy;
Defeats O'Dea 12-0
In Thrilling Battle

—

blocked.

Galer or Hanover

May Coach College
Basketball Squad

Prospects of a first-class basketball team for Seattle College
this year were greatly improved
last week when word was received
from tli© faculty that attempts
were being made to engage a big
time coach. Following the example of other colleges, men have
been sleeted who are fresh from
college competition. Those under consideration at present are
Bobby Galer and Jack Hanover.
The college team was coached
In 1932 by Dr. James Logan, n
dentist in this city and a wellknown figure in sports circles.
Logan was a star in basketball
while playing for Crelghton University, his Alma Mater, and continued playing in semi-pro leagues
after graduation. He received a
number of offers to continue in
the professional game, but chose
his medical work instead.
In 1933 Hank Bernier was the
guiding hand of the college
squad. Bernier is a former football and basketball star from
Oonzaga University, graduating
from that school in 1932. Bernier haa also continued his athletic competition since completing
his college course.
Mr. Robert Carmody, S. J.,
acted as mentor during the 1934
season. Mr. Carmody obtained
his basketball experience as a
youth at Seattle Prep and In later
years coached several championship teams for that school.
The addition of either Galer or
Hanover would insure the basketball squad of a capable leader.
Both were outstanding players
while at the University of Washington. Both were trained under
tin' nationally known Hec Bdmundson, mentor of the Husky
squad. An Edmundson-coached
mentor would be an aaeet to any
team.

The selection of a coach will be
definitely made within the next
few weeks and it is the hope of
the faculty that one or other ot
the Washington playars may be
■secured.

Knights Of Columbus
Will Sponsor Former
Italian Hoop Squad
The Knights of Columbus are
returning to the basketball wars.

This announcement was made
recently, and following it Is the
announcement of the personnel
of the squad. The club is this
year taking the team that last
year sported the colors of the
Italian Athletic Club.
This team last year won the
basketball championship of the
Northwest, and proceeded on to
Denver, where they reached the
quarter-finals of the National
Championship. On the squad are
such well known stars as Tom
Werner, George Frederrlchs, Pete
and Mark Antonclch, Bill Murphy, and other northwest atars.
In former years the K. of C.
was noted for their basketball
teams, winning many championships. They were often called
the beet Independent team In the
northwest. Their return to major
basketball circles is, therefore,
very welcome to all those connected with the maple sport In

Seattle.

dard. Babe Hollingberry's boys
are out to push Washington out

of the win column and atop them
from reaching the top of the
Pacific Coast Conference heap.
Washington has much hope
this year with the stellar playing
of its backfield and the wonderful defensive game of the Husky
line which showed to a great advantage in last Saturday's tussle
with Santa Clara.
One thing the Husky fans can
be assured of this year is the
fine support from reserves both
in the backfield as well as In
the line and such names as Austin, Erickson and Rulis will be
heard from in games to come.
Both the Huskies and the Cougars have scored impressive victories and when they meet next
Saturday the fur will be flying,
the victor emerging State Champion and potential Coast Confer-

In the annual renewal of the
Seattle Prep-ODea football classic, the Panthers took the "Fighting Irish" into camp to the tune
of 12-0, last Friday night on the
Civic Auditorium field.
O'Connor Scores First
It was a game which featured
the "rock-em, sock-em" type of
play, with hard blocking, vicious
tackling and straight power football predominating. The Panthers, visibly pepped up for this
all-important battle, were caught
flat-footed In the opening mo- ence Champion.
ments of play, when Frank Watson, ODea right-half, took the
ball on his own 10-yard line and
.ambled 40 yards up the gridiron
lauly Assistant
before being dragged down on CApltnl 1284
midfield.
From then until the
middle of the second quarter the
game was a see-saw affair, with
neither team getting a decided
advantage with the breaks. But
then things started happening
f irat, Wal 1 y Carroll heaved a
JOHN KALIN, Mgr.
beautiful 35-yard forward pass,
which Bud Nestor gathered in on
823 Broadway and Marlon
ODea 12-yard line, where it was
Panthers.
first and ten for the
Another pass from Carroll, this
time to Howard Plchit, made another first down on O'Dea's 2-yard
line, where, on the next play,
Religious Articles Make
Barney O'Connor plunged over
O'Connor
The Most Acceptable Gifts
for the first score.
failed to convert the try for point.
Wally OMTOI] Stars
A few minutes later, after the
next kick-off, 1t was the Prep's
ball on O'Dea's 45-yard line. The
signals were called, and Carroll,
< ATHOLJC SUPPLY HOUSE
taking the pigskin, slashed offway
his
and
knifed
tackle
side
1904 Fourth (At Stewart)
through the secondary to the 20very
-yard line. Then, on the
next play, with C a r r oil again
toting the leather, the Panthers
put the game on ice, when Wally,
aided by beautiful blocking on
the part of his team mates,
te*h«d around right end, broke
into the clear and crossed into
the end zone without having to
buck interference. The try for
point was again missed, thus leaving the final score at 12-0, in
favor of Seattle Prep over O'Dea.
By their victory the Prapsters
take the commanding lead in the
fight for possession of the Columbian Squires' trophy, and need
only a victory next year to in-

—

John Kalin
FuneralHome

The Kaufer Co.

"We Sell Heat"

We Service
All Makes
Typewriters, Adding
Machines and other of-
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J. W. Pettinger
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sure permanent possession.
Individual stars who gained
merit In the battle were Brannigan, Nestor, Carroll and Naughton for the Prep, and Wation,
Churdull, Schloaaer and Pier|groase for O'Dea.

United
Fuel Co.
1329 Northlake
MElrose 1515
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College Girls Learn
Housework Is Not
Easy Occupation

FROM THE FAR NORTH

Seattle Prep Junior
OUELLETTE ATTENDS Mothers
In Charge
Bridge
Luncheon
MEET FOR CATHOLIC Of
ACTION AT SPOKANE

Mothers, anxious about the fu-

Junfor Mothers of the Prepara-

ture happiness of their none-toowell-aceompllshed-in-t h e-a r t-o f-

tory School will be in charge of
the Seattle College. Mothers' Club
bridge luncheon to be held on

First Regional Conference
In Northwest Draws

housekeeplng-and-cooking daughters, will be considerably relieved
of their worries when they learn
of the new unofficial course in
practical home economics now offered to girls by Seattle College.
No longer need mothers fret over
the thought that their daughters
may run into difficulties in their
marital ventures when irate and
dlspeptic husbands, tired of their
Dora's, insist on Reno-vating.
(Apologies to Dickens and Winch-

Thursday, October 17, at 1o'clock

High Dignitaries

in the D. A. R. Hall. This lunch-

eon is the second of a series of

John Ouellette is expected to
return today from Spokane, -where
he has lieen atending the sessions
of the Northwest's first Conference of Catholic Action during
the past two days. Mr. Ouellette.
representing Seattle College and
Seattle Prep at the conference,
left Monday for Spokane.
National Figures
Among the national figures of
interest to Seattle College there
was present the Reverend Daniel
A. Lord, S. J., known to the college
students from his visit here last
December -to organize the city
sodality movement. Miss Miriam
Marks, of Washington, D. ('..
known here for her work in organizing the study clubs, was
also one of the prominent speak-

luncheons, and Mrs. C. J. Fairhurst is general chairman. Assisting her are Mrs. P. J. Kelly,
who is in charge of the menu,
and Mrs. Jordan, who is arranging for prizes.
Kvery Monday, at 1:30 p. m.,
the mothers' club meets in the
Rose Room of the Bon Marrhe for
lessons in bridge given by Mrs.
Those who
Katharine Gemmill.
are further advanced may obtain lessons in duplicate contract.
Anyone who is interested may at-

ell.)

With the institution of the new
course, the women students have
been busy the past week cleaning
and decorating their new quar-

tend.

Mrs. Carl Robinson, president
of the association, sends out a
ers.
plea to mothers of college stuA large number of men and
join the club and bewomen prominent in Catholic Ac- dents to
active
members.
come
tion and Catholic Charities from
Seattle attended the conference.
.l:i mi's P. English, past grand
knight of the Knights of Columbus: Charles Albert, president of
the Particular Council of the SoSenior
ciety of Saint Vincent dePaul,
and John J. Corrigan, prominent
Cadwell Corrigan is president
Seattle lawyer and father of Cadof
the senior class for the year
Corrigan
class,
of
the
senior
well
were among the well-known Se- 1935-36, as the result of the annual elections of the seniors held
attle speakers.
early last week. William McYouth Bortlon
vice-president, John GalThe conference, aimed at pro- Claire is
lagher, secretary; James Finn,
moting a strong program of Cathtreasurer; Bernard Ouellette, eerolic Action, especially in edugeant-at-arms,
and Samuel Hopcation of adults and youth, ran
kins, deputy, complete the roster
from Wednesday noon to Thursof officers.
day night, when It was closed
James Casey and Ward Smith
with -a general mass meeting in
the Gonzaga University audito- were chosen senior executive comrium. The conference was di- mittee representatives. Harold
vided into three main parts, the Millett is correspondent.
general Catholic Action series,
All officers were chosen by a
the Catholic Charities Sectional unanimous vote oi the students.
meetings, and the Youth section.
Mr. Corrigan was president of
During the youth conferences the. men's sodality last year and
which Mr. Ouellette attended, still holds that position. William
such topics as "What Christ's McClaire last week won the speChurch Brings to Youth," "Cer- cial election for treasurer of the
tainties and Truths in a Troubled Associated Students of Seattle
World," "Leadership of a Di- College.

Unanimous Vote
Elects Corrigan

Fr. Hubbard Party Returns

President

vinely Appointed Hierarchy."

Carmody, Brotherton
Take Soph Elections

"Jesus Christ in the Blessed Sacrament," "Motherhood of Mary"
and "Catholic Education" were
discussed and treated in a formal
address, which was followed by a
general discussion of the subject
by the conferees at large. The
next session treated on the subjects "What Christ's Church Expects of Its Youth," under the
topics "Loyalty and Devotion to
Its Ecclesiastical Leaders," "Understanding and Appreciation of
Its Truth," "Outstanding Personal
Example" and "Active Participation in What Concerns Its' Interests."

(Continued from page 1)
fully Malfld Noverul lofty Alaskan mountains. One of these
mountains Father Hublmrrf
named "Aft. Crimont," In honor
of the zealous Bishop of .\lnska,
the Most Reverend Joseph Criiinm i S. J.
The newly-named
mountain, Ftitlietr Hubbard
said, will henceforth be designated mi government maps us
Mount < i iiiKini.
Discussing his return trip,
Father Hubbard was especially
interested in his visit to the Matanuska colony. While at Matanuska he observed the conditions
now obtaining in this widely-discussed government project. Asked
if he thought that Matanuska settlers could eke out a living from
this Alaskan territory, Father
Hubbard said that "if the settlers are good eonugh for the
country, the country is certainly
good enough for them." The dis-

.

SCRIVENER

For Debate
As
Enroll

—

Holds

First

.

\

Christmas Cards

'

as pigs, can be raised. The problems facing the Matanuska settlers, he maintained, are difficult
but far from insurmountable. In
proof of this he adduced the example of the pioneer farming
which has been successfully carried on by the Sisters of St. Anne
and the Jesuits of Holy Cross
Mission, a station further north
and much less favorable than the
Matanuska country.
Prom Matanuska, Father Hubbard's party continued on to Juneau, where they sailed for Seattle. The party stopped off in
Seattle for a day, and then left
for Santa Clara, where Father
Hubbard heads the department of
geology. After a brief stop at
the University of Santa Clara,
Father Hubbard plans to leave
for the east, where he intends
to start his series of lectures.

Conyne, Brislawn, New Counter, Paint
Margaret Peabody And More Shelves
Improve Bookstore
Win Junior

Francis Carmody and Gordon
Brotherton were elected at the
sophomore class meeting on OcSeats
tober 2 to represent the second
year students at the executive
meeting of
committee meetings of the year I Holding the first
the
for
the
election
of offiyear
1935-36. The class officers Will
be chosen at a later meeting.
cers, fhe junior class last week
elected Herbert Conyne president
and designated Margaret Peabody
and Joseph Brlslawn as junior
representatives on the executive
(Continued from Page 2.)
committee.
Mr. Conyne served
Prospects
president of the same group of
as
It was here that she first came
Former into contact with the simple folks students as sophomores last year.
Team Soar
of the .prairie-lands, those folks
The preeidential candidates,
Prep Champions
whom she came to love so deeply. nominated by the students were
Prospects for a good student From them she received her first Herbert Conyne, who received half
debating team were greatly en- lessons In the art of story telling. of the votes, and Robert Tobin,
hanced by the enrollment in the "Their stories," she says, "used Jane Prouty and Bernard Pearce.
school of three members of last ito go around and around in my each of whom received an equal
-was, with
year's Catholic debating champs 1head a>t night. This
number of the remaining votes.
me, the initial impulse."
School,
i
Preparatory
from Seattle
Candidates for th,e executive comDuring these early years Willa mittee were Margaret Peabody
John Peter, Angelo Magnano, and
Frank Hayes, along with tlhe est iread a great deal, reading many and Joseph Brislawn, who won
of the debating squad defeated iof the English classics aloud to over Margaret Mary Dougherty
the travelling team from Gonzaga 1her two grandmothers. Prom the and John McGinley.
in St. Joseph's School Auditorium. 1high school in the little town of
Elections for the remaining
With Mr. Robert Carmody, S. jKed Cloud she went to the Uni- offices will he held at the next
J., as coach, they later drove to \versity of Nebraska, from which meeting of -the class sometime
Spokane and again defeated their (she graduated at the age of nine- this month.
opponents before a large repre- (teen. 'Her first attempts at writX' iitatinn of Spokane Catholicß.
iing for the University publicaCollege Alumni
The first regular meeting of itions taught her one thing: she
Meeting at Prep
tlif debate society of Seattle Col- \was convinced that, if she were
t be a writer, she must first gain
lege will be held Tuesday eve- to
ning, October 15, at 7:30 o'clock, a
£ wider experience and then perThe. first meeting for the year
j
her style.
it was announced by Mr. Clifford fect
1935-36 of the Alumni AssociaCarroll, S. J., today.
A few poema and shoit stories tion of Seattle College was held
■
\were UM only things published last Sunday morning at Seattle
over her name during the ten Preparatory School. The purpose
Many
years following her graduation. of the meeting was for organiOn
Sin- taught for a time, remaining zation and discussion of plans for
Pittsburg only during the win- the eomini year.
in
students,
Thirty non-resident
Every summer found her
ters.
representing almost as many
headed for her beloved Colorado,
iiius and five different slates, Nebraska,
or Wyoming. She was
nit in attendance at Seattle Coltoo
interested
in life und people
lege, According to the compilaremain long at her teaching
lioim of the office of the regis- to newspaper work In Pittsburg.
or
Fountain Pens and Pencils
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Evidence of prosperity!

The

Seattle College bookstore received
a coat of paint, some new shelves
and a real "store boughten"

counter. In years gone by all
business transactions were completed in speakeasy style, through
the door, but this year the store
has taken on a more professional
air. Anyone interested In pur-

chasing a typewriter can secure
one by applying at our renovated
book shop which carries, aa an

added attraction to business, the
Corona line of typewriters.

— —

Instruments and Supplies
for
Pre-Modloal and Nursing
Students

ters at 925 East Marion St. Backaches, sore arms, housemaids'
knees, disarranged coiffures and
pitiful manicures have been the
rule to date, but to date in these
conditions is the greatest worry
of the student body.
Th.ere Is no end to the resourcefulness of these students,
however. They have done everything from scrubbing the floors
to calsimining the walls.
The course comes as a fitting
sequel to the course on Courtship
and Marriage, conducted by the
Reverend Daniel J. Reldy, S. J.,
last spring. The girls now not
only know the secrets of marital
bliss, but can put them to practice.
Much of the information about
the girls has been gathered during the past week by interested
spectators, who have been noticed
jotting down the merits of the
various workers for future reference. Those who seemed to
know what they were doing got
the most attention, while others
who appeared to be novices received little notice.
The entire project seemed to
be under the direction of the
Reverend Raymond Nichols, 8. J.,
who, when he was not busy wandering from room to room, from
cellar to garret, was instructing
the calsiminers, or generally supervising the clean-up squad.
It was rumored that the girls
would pursue their home economics course by advancing into the
culinary department, using as a
laboratory a lunch room where
hamburgers and coffee would be

served. But it was decided that,
since a school (or was it an
army) progresses on its stomach,
or something, it would be unwise,
at this time, to endanger the
progress of a greater Seattle College.

Junior, Senior Classes
Appoint Ring Committee
A committee composed of officers of the junior and Benior
classes working on the class ring
project, reports that it Is now
contacting Clint W. Lee & Co.,
and hope to reach satisfactory
terms.
The design agreed upon is a
heavy gold setting having two
numbers of the class year on
either side, with the Seattle College seal in gold set on an oblong
black onyx base.
The approximate cost of each
ring is estimated at $7.50.

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
TO BE HEADED BY
FROSH, SAYS MILLER
Plans Will Be Discussed
In Class Meeting
Tuesday' A. M.
Something new In the way of
school leadership will be demonstrated this year by the Freshman
class if the tentative plans of the
executive committee of that group
are put into effect.
Instead of merely following the
activities of the upper classmen,
the officers intend to set a precedent by making the Freshmen
class the leader in school activities. To further this end William Miller, president, has called
a meeting of the entire class for
Tuesday morning at eleven o'clock
in the freshmen class room.
In making this announcement,
Mr. Miller said, "Our present
freshman class, numbering well
over one hundred students, is the
largest in the school and therefore should be the most active.
By Introducing activities in which
the freshman class and the entire school may participate, we
are endeavoring to enkindle a
greater school spirit and loyalty.
The Freshman Class will put
forth every effort to become distinguished as an active unit in
the school.
"The purpose of our meeting
is to talk over the best way to
attain this end. All the Freshmen should attend and take an
active part in the discussions,"
said Mr. Miller.

Mendel Club Will
Reorganize Under
Leo Schmid, S. J.
Among tine social and scientific activities at Seattle College
one of the most prominent is the
Mendel Club. This organization
was founded last year by the
pre-meds and is intended primarily for them but Is open to all
students.
The purpose of the club Is to
acquaint the medical students
with the facts of modern medicine and to keep alive interest Jn
In order to
biological studies.
achieve this end the Club Invites
outstanding doctors to come and
lecture at the meetings. Thus
the members are given an insigtit
Into every branch of medicine,
which should aid each would-be
doctor in picking his field for
practice.
At present there are no facilities for holding meetings, but the

Club activities will probably be
resumed some time later in the
year. The society is under the
direction of Mr. Leo Schmid, S. J.,
who is professor of Biology In
Seattle College.
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